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20120101000000,3,5.0,1,120,644132,00008,168933376,555574333,09853,168933408, ・・・
20120101000000,3,5.0,1,110,644132,00008,168933376,555574333,09853,168933408, ・・・
20120101000000,3,5.0,1,120,644132,00009,168989212,555755788,00036,168990785, ・・・
・・・

Log data

GPS logs

Internet SNS
・Information from citizen
・Road information

User Generated Content data
(UGC data)

・Weather satellite data
・Aerial photo data

Remote sensing data

BIGDATA

Development of compression method suitable for data retrieve and analysis

Fast decompression Compressed matching Good performance

Background
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Life logs

http://www.iconfinder.net/icondetails/44793/128/
http://www.iconfinder.net/icondetails/40574/128/
http://www.iconfinder.net/icondetails/21224/32/
http://www.iconfinder.net/icondetails/21224/32/
http://www.iconfinder.net/icondetails/40574/128/
http://www.iconfinder.net/icondetails/45140/128/
http://www.iconfinder.net/icondetails/38745/128/
http://www.iconfinder.net/icondetails/30924/128/
http://www.iconfinder.net/icondetails/33828/128/
http://www.iconfinder.net/icondetails/33828/128/
http://www.iconfinder.net/icondetails/45140/128/


Approach to new data compression

Grammar 
compression

Good modeling

VF coding
Accessible codewords

Satisfy both of Compression performance and accessibility

We paid attention to VF coding as an encoding method 
that makes it easy to access compressed data

We focused on grammar compression as a method for 
highly modeling text



Variable length to Fixed length coding (VF coding)

A coding method assigning fixed length codes to 
subsequences of different lengths in the original data.
merit: boundaries of codewords are clear, easy access to them
demerit: difficult to improve compression ratio compared to 

variable length codes
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Compressed text (codewords)

Fixed length Variable length

Input text
(source 

sequence)

Fixed FF code
(Fixed length to Fixed length code)

FV code
(Fixed length to Variable length code)

Variable VF code
(Variable length to Fixed length code)

VV code
(Variable length to Variable length code)

Current mainstream 
is VV codes



Grammar compression [Kieffer&Yang2000]
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ABDABCABCCABDABC

E → ABC
F → ABDE
σ → FECF

0101110011101
000011100・・・

Input text：

Context free grammar：

Compressed text：

Encode the grammar

Construct a grammar 
deriving the input text

A data compression method that transforms an input text into 
the equivalent grammar and encodes the transformed grammar



Related works
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Amir & Benson ‘92

Kida et al.’98, ’99, ’00

Kieffer & Yang ‘00

Larsson & Moffat ‘99

Brisaboa et al. ’03, ‘10
Kida ’09, ‘10

Tunstall ‘67

Klein & Shapira ‘08

Yoshida & Kida ‘12

The dawn of compressed matching

Practical compressed matching

Dence coding family

The earliest ancestor of VF codes

VF coding using suffix tree
The dawn of grammar compression

Efficient STVF coding

Combination of 
grammar compression with VF coding

Our aim: We want to establish a new compression scheme that
enables high-speed processing such as keyword search without
decompression, while maintaining the compression performance.

Re-Pair: high performance compression



Re-Pair algorithm [Larsson & Moffat 2000]

Recursively replaces the most frequent character pairs (bigrams) 
in an input text with nonterminal symbols and registers them 
into a dictionary as production rules.
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𝑇𝑇 = a b c b a b c b c b a b c a

a 𝑋𝑋1 b a 𝑋𝑋1 𝑋𝑋1 b a 𝑋𝑋1 a

𝑋𝑋2 b𝑋𝑋2 𝑋𝑋1 b𝑋𝑋2 a

𝑋𝑋2𝑋𝑋3𝑋𝑋1𝑋𝑋3aCompressed text

𝑋𝑋1 → bc
𝑋𝑋2 → a𝑋𝑋1
𝑋𝑋3 → b𝑋𝑋2

Dictionary

Dictionary 
size is ３

Using a linked list to handle the same bigrams is needed to 
transform an input to the grammar in 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛) time



Sum: 2𝑠𝑠 + 𝑛𝑛 ⌈log(𝑠𝑠 + |Σ|)⌉ bits

AADAEBCFGEFFIGHI EIKJBCEFICEK

𝑠𝑠

𝑛𝑛

#sort of symbols: 𝑠𝑠 + |Σ|
-> log 𝑠𝑠 + Σ bits for each symbol

Compressed sequence:

Dictionary
D → AA
E → DA

G → CF
F → EB

H → GE
I → FF

K → HI
J → IG

EIKJBCEFICEK
Calculate this sum for each substitution
to store the size of the dictionary that
gives the highest compression ratio

Repair-VF: Re-Pair + VF coding
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2𝑠𝑠 + 𝑛𝑛



Compressed sequence：

A A D A E B C F E F F G E F F F F G B C E F F F C E G E F F

expand this part

Repair-VF: Re-Pair + VF coding
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Dictionary
D → AA
E → DA

G → CF
F → EB

H → GE
I → FF

K → HI
J → IG

Compressed sequence by 
the best dictionary:

E F F G E FF F F G B CE F F F C EG E F F

EIKJBCEFICEK



Repair-VF[Yoshida&Kida2013]
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Repair-VF has a better compression ratio than 
the well-known compression tool gzip!
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Throughput =
Original text length

Pattern matching time

Pattern matching speed on reuters21578
(English newspaper article data)

PM on Repair-VF is faster than that on gzip!



Problem of Repair-VF

Repair-VF [Yoshida & Kida 2013]
A compression method based on a combination of an excellent 
grammar compression Re-Pair [Larsson & Moffat 2000] and VF coding

Satisfy both of good performance and accessibility

Although the compression process can be done in 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛) time 
for an input of length 𝑛𝑛, it needs memory more than 10 times 
of the input and the whole data must be loaded at once onto 
the memory and processed offline.
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We want to apply Repair-VF to large-scale data!

Cannot handle data of more than several gigabytes at once!



Related works to the problem

Blocked-Repair-VF [Sekine, et al. 2013, 2014]
Divides an input into blocks and execute Re-Pair on each block.
Shares a part of the dictionaries among the blocks, and 
balances the compression ratio and speed.
Requires proper parameter setting beforehand.

FOLCA [Maruyama, et al. 2013]
One of grammar compressions of straight-line-programs (SLP).
Constructs a grammar that depends only on the alphabet of 
the input (based on LCA algorithm).
Keeps dictionary size small, saves memory and operates online.
Its compression ratio is somewhat inferior to Re-Pair.

14It is hard to make Re-Pair online!



Why it is difficult to make Re-Pair online?
Even if a set of production rules (dictionary) has been given in 
advance, in order to replace sequentially, a buffer corresponding 
to the input length is required in the worst case.
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𝑋𝑋1 → ba
𝑋𝑋2 → c𝑋𝑋1
𝑋𝑋3 → d𝑋𝑋2

𝑋𝑋25 → z𝑋𝑋24 𝑋𝑋1

𝑋𝑋2

a

𝑋𝑋3

𝑋𝑋25

bcd…yz

𝑋𝑋3

Even if there is no registration in the dictionary at the present 
time, there is a possibility that it will be replaced in the future



Height of parse tree and left-tall bigram
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ℎ 𝜎𝜎 = 0
ℎ 𝑋𝑋1 = 1
ℎ 𝑋𝑋2 = 2
ℎ 𝑋𝑋3 = 3
𝜎𝜎 ∈ {a,b, c}

For bigram 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟, if ℎ 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙 ≥ ℎ 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 holds, then 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 is called 
left-tall.

Def. [left-tall]

𝑋𝑋1 → bc
𝑋𝑋2 → 𝑋𝑋1a
𝑋𝑋3 → b𝑋𝑋2

Parse trees

𝑋𝑋1

acbcb b

𝑋𝑋1

𝑋𝑋2

acb

left-tall

Dictionary

Let ℎ(𝑋𝑋) be the height of the parse tree for non-terminal 
symbol 𝑋𝑋. (for convenience, ℎ(𝑎𝑎) = 0 for terminal symbol 𝑎𝑎)

left-tall

Not left-tall



LT-Repair (left-tall-Repair)
Recursively replaces the most frequent left-tall bigrams in an 
input text with nonterminal symbols and registers them into a 
dictionary as production rules.
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Since ℎ a < ℎ 𝑋𝑋1 , 
a𝑋𝑋1 is not left-tall

𝑇𝑇 = a b c b a b c b c b a b c a

Compressed text

𝑋𝑋1 → bc
𝑋𝑋2 → ba
𝑋𝑋3 → 𝑋𝑋1𝑋𝑋2
𝑋𝑋4 → 𝑋𝑋3𝑋𝑋1

Dictionry

a 𝑋𝑋1 b a 𝑋𝑋1 𝑋𝑋1 b a 𝑋𝑋1 a

a𝑋𝑋4𝑋𝑋4a

a 𝑋𝑋3𝑋𝑋1𝑋𝑋3𝑋𝑋1a

a 𝑋𝑋1𝑋𝑋2𝑋𝑋1𝑋𝑋1𝑋𝑋2𝑋𝑋1a

left-tall condition



Online Replacement Algorithm (ORA)

Dictionary 𝐷𝐷 is given.
Reading an input from the head to the tail, 
ORA executes grammar transform by LT-Repair.

Uses the condition that all the bigrams are left-tall
Reading data onto a buffer one character by one character, ORA 
recursively looks for the part where replacement or output can be 
settled.
Determining replaceable bigrams on the buffer can be found by solving 
range minimum query (RMQ) → 𝑂𝑂 𝑛𝑛 log �ℎ time and 𝑂𝑂 𝑔𝑔 space
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(𝑛𝑛: input length, �ℎ: the maximum height of parse tree, 𝑔𝑔: dictionary size）

Proved what is 
the condition for 
determining

output input text
Read 1 by 1

Replace bigrams if their 
replacements are settled

Push out if 
output is settled buffer



Adaptive LT-Repair Method (ALT)

Reading from the head of an input by buffer length 𝑚𝑚, 
ALT executes LT-Repair and ORA one after the other
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Head1′

Head1 Rest1

Head1’ Rest1’

Head1′

⋯

⋯

ORA

LT-Repair

LT-Repair

ORA

Pack in the buffer 
while compressing

Input

update

𝑚𝑚

Dic1

Dic1’

Dic1

Dic1′

𝑚𝑚



Input Text

Overview of compression by ALT

By adaptively stretching each block, ALT compresses 
a longer substring of the input than buffer length 𝑚𝑚
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Dic1*

ORA

𝑚𝑚

Head

Comp1

𝑚𝑚

Dic2*

Head

Comp2

𝑚𝑚

Dic3*

Head

Comp3

LT-Repair

ORA

LT-Repair

ORA

LT-Repair

1st block 2nd block 3rd block



Time complexity of ALT algorithm

Let 𝑙𝑙 be the length of the substring read in a block
Running LT-Repair in the block takes 𝑂𝑂 𝑙𝑙 time
Thus, for all the blocks, running LT-Repair takes 𝑂𝑂 𝑛𝑛 time

Running ORA in the same block takes 𝑂𝑂 𝑙𝑙 −𝑚𝑚 logℎ time
ℎ is the maximum height of parse trees for non-terminals in the block

Thus, for all the blocks, running ORA takes 𝑂𝑂 𝑛𝑛 log �ℎ time
�ℎ is the maximum of ℎ among all the blocks

Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm is 𝑂𝑂 𝑛𝑛 log �ℎ
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Space complexity of ALT algorithm

For text length 𝑛𝑛, LT-Repair takes 𝑂𝑂 𝑛𝑛 + 𝑏𝑏 = 𝑂𝑂 𝑛𝑛 space
𝑏𝑏 is the number of kind of bigrams 
(It is needed for counting the frequencies for all the bigrams)

Since 𝑏𝑏 is not hold down by block size 𝑚𝑚 while running LT-Repair 
in a block, it takes 𝑂𝑂 𝑚𝑚 + 𝑏𝑏 space

ORA for each block takes 𝑂𝑂 𝑔𝑔 space
𝑔𝑔 is the final dictionary size for each block

Since memory space used for the previous block is set free when 
changing blocks, the total space complexity is 𝑂𝑂 𝑚𝑚 + �𝑏𝑏 + �𝑔𝑔 =
𝑂𝑂 𝑚𝑚 + �𝑏𝑏
�𝑏𝑏 is the maximum number of kind of bigrams among all the blocks
�𝑔𝑔 is the maximum size of dictionaries among all the blocks
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Experimental result (English text 2GB)
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Eng2GB
Comp. 

ratio (%)
Comp. 
time(s)

Decomp. 
time(s)

Memory 
(MB) 

#blocks �𝒉𝒉 𝑔𝑔

Re-Pair NA NA NA

FOLCA 37.2 601 52.4 6398

LZD NA NA NA NA

Proposed 
(1MB) 42.8 667 53.4 198 334 39 1373137

Proposed  
(5MB) 41.0 768 45.2 532 58 41 3186999

Proposed 
(10MB) 40.6 837 38.9 942 28 49 4440561



Summary

We realized a space efficient compression based on Re-Pair
Combining offline LT-Repair and online ORA, the proposed 
method adaptively stretches each block size
We show via experiments that it can run in practice for an input 
text whose size is several GB
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Method time space

Re-Pair 𝑂𝑂 𝑛𝑛 𝑂𝑂 𝑛𝑛
Proposed 𝑂𝑂 𝑛𝑛 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔 �ℎ 𝑂𝑂 𝑚𝑚 + �𝑏𝑏

𝑛𝑛: input length, 𝑚𝑚: block size
�ℎ: maximum height of parse tree for 

non-terminals among all blocks
�𝑏𝑏: maximum number of kind of 

bigrams among all blocks

Future works
Combining with VF codes, utilizing dictionary sharing technique, and 
improving the decompress procedure
Implementation of fast data analysis on compressed texts
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